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Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient solution to the
open problem of network planning for large-scale W LAN deployments. W LAN performance is governed by the C SMA -C A
protocol, whose dynamic effects are difficult to capture. Accurate
performance evaluation depends on simulations and takes time.
A detailed analysis of dozens candidate designs with varying
A P positions and channel assignments during network planning
is therefore infeasible. In our solution, we first identify few
good candidate designs using a multi-criteria optimization model,
which features notions of cell overlap and station throughput.
These candidate designs are taken from the corresponding Pareto
frontier. In the second step, we evaluate the performance of
the candidate designs by means of simulations. We apply our
method to a realistic, large-scale planning scenario for an indoor
office environment. The detailed simulations reveal important
characteristics of the candidate designs that are not captured
by the optimization model. The resulting performance differs
significantly across the candidate designs. Hence, this approach
successfully combines the benefits of mathematical optimization
and simulations, yet avoiding their individual drawbacks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Local Area Networks (W LANs) implementing the
I EEE 802.11 standard are among the most popular wireless
broadband networks today. Apart from the unstructured deployment of single WLAN access points (A Ps), W LANs consisting of several A Ps that belong to one administrative domain
are deployed increasingly to provide networking services over
a larger area. In these cases Network planning is one means
to optimize performance. The goal is to find an optimal
network design comprising the placement and configuration
(e. g., channel assignment) of the A Ps. The performance of a
W LAN with multiple A Ps varies largely with their placement
and configuration.
A. Challenges
There are several subtleties related to W LAN performance.
Capturing those in a closed-form mathematical model that applies to generic network designs is an open problem. Consider,
for example, the average goodput per station across the whole
This work is partially supported by the DFG Excellence-Cluster “UMIC –
Ultra-high speed mobile information and communication” and by the DFG
research center M ATHEON “Mathematics for key technologies.”

network as performance metric. This quantifies the capability
of a W LAN to deliver payload in the presence of interference
(among other factors). Interference arises from uncoordinated
medium access of A Ps using the same or overlapping channels.
Weak interference (below the carrier sensing range) merely
increases the packet error rates of the links and thus degrades
performance on the physical layer. Strong interference, in
contrast, contributes mainly to the contention on the medium
access layer due to the carrier sense multiple access protocol
with collision avoidance (C SMA -C A). Taking into account the
nonlinearity of goodput models for W LAN contention, it is
clear that there is a lack of automatic methods for finding
A P locations and channels such that coverage and capacity of
large-scale networks can be jointly optimized. Notice the two
dimensions of “large-scale.” There is, of course, the size of
the planning task measured in the number of A Ps and their
candidate locations. On the other hand, there is the degree to
which neighboring cells can interfere with each other. If three
dimensional scenarios are considered, there is also the point
of cross-floor interference in multi-floor indoor deployments.
This grows with the number of floors and adds to the complexity of the problem when compared to two-dimensional outdoor
macro-cellular 2G/3G networks, for example. Within multifloor environments, modeling interference becomes pivotal.
B. Related Work
General methods and modeling techniques for radio network
design and optimization (also treating the problems studied
here) can be found in [1], [2]. [2] describes an integrated model
for channel assignment and base station positioning. However,
the specialties of W LAN technology are not addressed.
The articles [3], [4] deal with maximizing coverage
while [5], [6] deal with channel assignment. Common to these
contributions is that they consider either coverage improvement or interference reduction. Except for [6], the obtained
optimization results are hardly analyzed in a more realistic
setting than the optimization model itself.
Several contributions consider A P location and channel
assignment together. In [7], greedy strategies are proposed for
first finding A P locations and then assigning channels. In [8],
coverage maximization is complemented by simultaneously
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checking for a valid channel assignment in a mathematical programming model. A detailed, non-linear optimization model
taking A P placement and channel assignment into account is
proposed in [9]. The authors propose an explicit exhaustive
search for finding good designs. In [10], the authors study
the applicability of genetic algorithms to the problem. Their
model is limited to two-dimensional planning problems.
An approach based on purely minimizing S INR by A P
placement and channel assignment is studied in [11]. Finally,
a mathematical model for integrated planning is proposed
in [12]. None of the above works provides an analysis of
their findings with respect to a realistic W LAN performance
model—neither by simulations nor by experiments.
C. Contributions and Organization of the Paper
This article contributes in two ways. First, we propose a new
scheme for handling the technological complexity within a
generic network planning approach. Second, we present computational studies for a realistic, large-scale indoor network
installation. The basic idea of the new approach is to combine
mathematical optimization and detailed network simulations.
The complexity of the planning campaign of a large-scale
multi-floor W LAN highly depends on the performance model
selected. If the model used for optimization tries to account for
the details of the C SMA -C A protocol as well as for interference
effects, it can easily happen that the network planning problem
turns out to be computationally infeasible. We propose to
off-load complexity from the optimization problem and shift
it to the simulation stage. For instance, protocol issues are
exclusively tackled by the network simulation, while the optimization focuses on simplified metrics accounting for coverage
and interference.
Our approach consists of three ingredients. First, we extend
the two network performance criteria from [12] while keeping
them simple enough to be susceptible to mathematical optimization. While average net rate depends only on the average
link quality, co-channel overlap quantifies the interference
potential of A Ps operating on the same channel. These aspects
are partially contradicting. To maximize average net rate, we
would densely cover the area with A Ps. To minimize cochannel overlap, we would seek to position A Ps transmitting
on the same channel as far apart from each other as possible.
Second, we apply multi-criteria optimization techniques to
identify a set of Pareto optimal design candidates. Technically,
we use an -constraint scalarization technique, in which different parameter choices produce distinct Pareto optimal network
designs. Third, using a refined simulation model we make a
realistic performance assessment of selected Pareto optimal
designs. The simplified performance metrics of the optimization model prove sufficient to drive the designs towards the
desired performance trade-off. Yet, there are quantitative and
qualitative differences among the designs that are not traced
using the simplified metrics.
Hence, these three ingredients together allow a balanced
handling of the trade-off between performance modeling detail
and duration of a planning campaign in the specific context
of W LANs. This constitutes an effective approach for W LAN

planning, which is new to the best of our knowledge. Neither
of [7]–[12] have the second or third ingredient.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II recalls the
basic properties of I EEE 802.11 relevant to this work and
contains our planning assumptions. Sec. III states two basic
optimization models as well as their combination in the context
of multi-criteria optimization. Sec. IV presents our simulation
approach. Sec. V gives the optimization and simulation setups
as well as the obtained results. Sec. VI contains conclusions
and suggestions for future research.
II. WLAN P ERFORMANCE AND P LANNING
The I EEE 802.11 standard [13] dominates among deployed
W LANs. We first give a brief overview of their physical (P HY)
and medium access control (M AC) layer schemes. We also
sketch the key drivers of multi-cell W LAN performance and
discuss how network planning affects them.
A. The I EEE 802.11 Standard
The standard defines different P HY and M AC schemes in a
series of amendments. From these, version 802.11g is currently
most widely deployed and at the focus of this article. We only
consider the infrastructure mode, where stations communicate
via access points (A P). For more details we refer to [13].
W LANs commonly organize medium access with the distributed coordination function (D CF). The D CF implements
C SMA -C A protocol with binary exponential backoff, in which
the A P behaves like a normal station. Basically, every station
that has data to be transmitted senses the channel first and
transmits when the channel is free for a certain time period.
A successful data transmission is indicated by an acknowledgment. If the station does not receive such an acknowledgment, it concludes that a collision occurred and initiates the
exponential backoff procedure. Optionally, a data transmission
can be preceded by an RTS/C TS handshake, which reserves
the channel during the data transmission by distributing a
network allocation vector (NAV). Any station that senses
the channel, checks this NAV in addition to comparing the
currently received power on the channel with a clear channel
assessment (C CA) threshold θ(C) .
Once a station went through the contention phase successfully, the data frame is transmitted using one out of twelve
available P HY rates. This P HY data rate of the payload frame
can attain up to 54 Mbit/s and is usually selected dynamically
by the wireless network card, referred to as rate adaptation
(not being part of the standard). I EEE 802.11g operates in
the unlicensed band at 2.4 GHz. The standard divides the
2.4 GHz band into up to 14 different channels, while channel
availability varies with regional regulations. Each channel has
a 20 MHz frequency bandwidth and adjacent channels are
5 MHz apart. Hence, channels do partly overlap. We adopt
the common assumption that there are exclusively three nonoverlapping channels, namely 1, 6 and 13. In typical commercial deployments, each A P transmits on a single channel,
which is assigned a priori.
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(b) Representation of overlap coeffs. w for a design with
21 A Ps

Fig. 1: Input data and simplified performance measures
B. W LAN Performance: Metrics, Factors and Optimization
The goal of wireless network planning is to optimize
performance. W LAN performance can be judged by several
metrics, e. g., throughput, goodput, delay, jitter, signal-to-noise
ratio. The appropriate choice depends on the application. For a
single cell, the physical data rate and the effects of contention
under C SMA -C A are the two main factors that drive network
performance. The stronger a station’s signal is received, the
higher is the potential physical data rate on this link. However,
any signal that is received below the receiver sensitivity θ(S)
cannot be decoded. Accordingly, a transmission range can be
defined around the position of a transmitting node.
When several stations access the network at the same time,
the effects of contention kick in. Stations within carrier
sensing range block each other when using the medium, where
this range is determined by the C CA threshold (the larger the
threshold, the smaller is the range). Also, W LAN features a
performance anomaly due to rate adaptation [14]. High-rate
stations experience essentially a much lower average net rate
if one or several low-rate stations are also served by the A P.
Interference can have a strong influence on network performance. If the total cross-cell interference is below the C CA
threshold, interference increases the packet error rate of the
link. This can interact with the rate adaptation algorithm. If the
cross-cell interference is above the C CA threshold, data transmissions in neighboring cells lead to pausing the countdown

of the backoff for all stations that are within the carrier sensing
range. Furthermore, these stations might defer channel access
or simply do not reply a RTS frame as the channel is sensed
busy. These facts may degrade the performance significantly,
but are hard to model mathematically.
W LAN performance is improved in several ways. The standard itself is reviewed and extended by amendments that alter
the P HY and M AC protocol (providing more bandwidth in the
P HY, introducing frame aggregation in the M AC, etc.). Next,
an operating W LAN can adapt protocol parameters such as the
C CA threshold, the applied rates per link, the transmit power,
etc., to the channel in order to improve network performance
in an online fashion. Moreover, a W LAN deployment can be
optimized prior to operation as part of network planning. This
is an offline approach. In network planning the deployment of
the infrastructure has to be decided, i. e., in case of a W LAN
this refers to the placement of the A Ps and their configuration.
The configuration can consist of several parameters such as
the channel assignment, the transmit power setting, the usage
of specialized antennas. We refer to a particular decision
regarding these variables as a network design. The objective
in network planning is to determine a good network design.
C. Planning Assumptions for this Study
We choose as our primary measure of network performance
the average goodput per station, i. e., the data rate that the
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TABLE I: Variables and coefficients in optimization models

Rate
[Mbps]

Name

64 Q AM 3/4

50

Sets
A
J
AJ
C

64 Q AM 2/3

40
16

Q AM 3/4

30

P HY rate
net rate (interp.)
net rate (meas.)

Variables
za
xaj

16 Q AM 1/2
20

B PSK 1/2
40

S NR [dB]

Fig. 2: Physical data rate and station data rate in 802.11g
network provides on average per station above the link layer
(in uplink and downlink direction). Instead of focusing on particular applications in order to model the traffic, we consider
the saturation mode as load model, which is characterized
by full buffer states in both up- and downlink at all times.
We focus on W LAN deployments consisting of stations and
A Ps that comply to the I EEE 802.11g amendment (with the
exception that we only consider the eight O FDM-based P HY
rates). Furthermore, we focus on infrastructure mode.
We take two planning decisions: locations and radio channels for A Ps. We do not optimize the A Ps’ transmit power,
but take a fixed value. We assume that the network planner
has previously determined a set of potential A P locations
according to the topology of the planning area and practical
constraints. For example, some areas may be avoided for
security reasons while other areas are preferable for ease of
maintenance. An example of 114 candidate A P locations for
a three-floor office building is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
III. F INDING PARETO O PTIMAL N ETWORK D ESIGNS
A system model is an outcome of a detailed system analysis
using all engineering expertise available. The analysis develops
a clear understanding of what is to be achieved, what are
the important parameters, and what are the important quality
indicators of a solution.
While a detailed system modeling of a network and its
behavior is necessary for performance evaluation, such detailed system models are typically too complex for network
optimization. One of the challenges in devising a powerful
optimization approach is to identify alternative models that
are accessible to refined mathematical optimization techniques.
See [15] for several examples of this approach.
In the first step of our planning approach, we optimize
for two simplified performance measures for the downlink:
average net rate and co-channel overlap. We introduce separate models for placing A Ps as to maximize average net rate
(Sec. III-A) and for assigning channels as to minimize cochannel overlap (Sec. III-B). These models are first introduced

Set
Set
Set
Set

of
of
of
of

candidate A Ps
T Ps
feasible assignments from A Ps to T Ps
available channels that do not interfere

Is A P a selected
Is A P a assigned to T P j
Do A Ps a and b operate on the same channel
Does A P a operate on channel c

Coefficients
(RX)
paj

≥0

Received signal power from A P a at T P j

φ(paj )
N
θ (C)
θ (S)
wab

≥0
>0
>0
>0
≥0

Net rate from A P a to T P j
Maximal number of A Ps to be selected
C CA threshold
receiver sensitivity
Approximated overlap between A Ps a and b

(RX)

20

{0, 1}A
{0, 1}AJ
A

Q PSK 3/4

0

⊂A×J

Interpretation

{0, 1} 2
{0, 1}A×C

yab
fac

Q PSK 1/2

0

Domain

in [12], where they are also discussed in detail. The notion of
co-channel overlap used here, however, is different and better
describes the potential up- as well as downlink interference.
This is an application of multi-criteria optimization [16],
where a vector of objectives ought to be maximized. Since
vectors cannot be compared like scalar numbers, the notion
of optimality is different. A solution is said to be optimal (or
non-dominated), if none of the objective function values can
be improved without deteriorating any other objective function
value. The optimization solutions with this property are called
the Pareto frontier of the optimization problem. To solve the
optimization problem, we ideally have to identify the Pareto
frontier. A decision maker can then select the member of the
Pareto frontier that seems most favorable. In Sec. III-C, we
thus blend the two models into one parameterized model.
We use the notion of a test point (T P) as a location within
the building, where coverage and interference is monitored.
Test points are picked every two meters in areas where W LAN
stations are likely to be used. T P j is said to be covered from
A P a if it is within the transmission range of a (i. e., the
(RX)
received signal strength paj is at least θ(S) ). A T P j is said
to be within the carrier sensing range of an A P or another T P
(RX)
if the received signal strength p·j at j of their transmissions
(C)
is above the C CA threshold θ . The C CA threshold defines
the minimum amount of power at the receiver in order for
the station to consider the channel as busy. Any station that
senses a busy channel refrains from accessing the medium.
Tab. I gives an overview of the coefficients and variables used
in the models below.
A. Maximizing Average Net Rate
The (downlink) average net rate reflects network coverage
and the impact of automatic rate selection. The goal in net
rate maximization is to optimize the transmission rates that the
T Ps achieve by positioning A Ps appropriately. The average net
rate of a given network design therefore depends on the signal
propagation properties of the installed A Ps. Signal propagation
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for three candidate A Ps is indicated in Fig. 1(a).
Basically, the “closer” a station is to its serving A P, the
higher is the signal-to-noise ratio (S NR). Assuming a given
noise level (and potentially a fixed, constant interference
level), a monotonically increasing function φ(·) maps the
(RX)
received power paj at T P j from A P a to the effective
net rate experienced at j, see the smooth curve in Fig. 2. In
a deployment, the interference level will typically vary over
time and with the location. Therefore, the described relation
between S NR and net rate is only indicative. Moreover, the
mapping does take framing overhead from the protocol into
account but not the effects of contention.
The model contains two types of variables. The binary
selection variables za are set to 1 if the A P a is selected and 0
otherwise. To assign T Ps to A Ps, binary assignment variables
xaj are included. The model sets xaj to 1 if T P j is assigned
to A P a. Only such assignments xaj are considered within the
set AJ , where A P a covers T P j.
1 P
(RX)
φ(paj ) xaj
(1a)
max
|J | (a,j)∈AJ
s. t.
xaj ≤ za
∀ (a, j) ∈ AJ (1b)
P
∀j∈J
(1c)
a:(a,j)∈AJ xaj ≤ 1
P
(1d)
a∈A za = N
z ∈ {0, 1}A , x ∈ {0, 1}AJ
The objective (1a) is to maximize the average net rate,
which is expressed by means of a weighted sum over all
potential assignments xaj of A P a to T P j and the respective
(RX)
rates φ(paj ). Constraints (1b) and (1c) guarantee feasible
assignments by ensuring that selected A Ps are assigned to T Ps
and that at most one A P is assigned to every T P, respectively.
Constraint (1d) fixes the number of selected A Ps to N .
B. Minimizing Co-Channel Overlap
The notion of co-channel overlap addresses the contention
between stations associated to distinct A Ps that use the same
channel. The overlap is not considered harmful, if the two A Ps
are assigned different channels. Contention with stations from
other A Ps lowers the average net rate, so the total overlap of
cells using the same channel should be minimized.
Contention is outside the scope of static models, which are
typically employed for optimization. We therefore use interference as a surrogate measure for possible contention in the
up- as well as the downlink. The following definitions estimate
the areas that may be affected by co-channel interference. This
is then used to model co-channel overlap. The optimization
model at the end of the section asks for assigning channels
to A Ps such that co-channel interference (in this terms) is
minimized. The service area of an A P comprises all T Ps where
the A P provides sufficient signal power to establish a link,
i. e., all T Ps that are within transmission range of the A P. We
measure the size sa of the service area of A P a by:
n
o
(RX)
sa := j ∈ J paj ≥ θ(S)
Service from A P a to an associated T P j may be impaired by
an A P b if j is within the carrier sensing range of b (and a

and b share the same channel). The number of all T Ps in the
service area of a and within the carrier sensing range of b is:
o
n
(RX)
(RX)
c
wab
:= j ∈ J paj ≥ θ(S) and pbj ≥ θ(C)
This quantity will typically over-estimate conflicts between
A Ps a and b, because not all of the T Ps within the service
area of a are necessarily serviced from a.
Contention may also arise between two stations under the
following conditions: The stations are at T Ps j and k and
within carrier sensing range of each other. Moreover, they are
associated with different A Ps a and b that use the same channel
(i. e., the stations compete for the same medium). Finally, the
station at T Ps j is outside the carrier sensing range of A P
b. Then, A P a and a station at j block the channel for data
reception at k, because the station hears the RTS/C TS frame,
but its A P b does not. This can also lead to an unsuccessful
attempt of b to transmit data to k. This situation is equivalent
to the exposed terminal problem. We capture this by:
n
(RX)
(RX)
u
wab
:= (j, k) ∈ J × J paj ≥ θ(S) and pbk ≥ θ(S)
(RX)

and pjk

(RX)

≥ θ(C) and pbj

< θ (C)

o

The definition of overlap coefficients for pairs of A Ps to be
used within the optimization is:
c
c
u
u
wab := wab
sb + wba
sa + wab
+ wba

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the overlap coefficients by means of
colored lines. The brighter and darker the color of a line is,
the larger is the value of the corresponding coefficient.
To minimize approximated overlap, we seek to find a design
that minimizes the sum over all overlap coefficients wab
between A Ps a and b using the same channel. Binary decision
variables yab are set to 1 if a and b use the same channel and
to 0 otherwise. The optimization problem is as follows:
P
min
(2a)
ab∈A×A wab yab

P
A
s. t.
∀H∈ 4
(2b)
{a,b}⊂H yab ≥ 1
yab + ybc ≤ 1 + yac
A
y ∈ {0, 1}( 2 )

∀ (a, b, c) ∈ A3

(2c)

Three non-interfering channels are assumed to be available.
Thus, inequality (2b) ensures that among any 4 A Ps at least
two operate on the same channel. Constraint (2c) is a version
of the triangle inequality. By forcing yac to 1, if yab and ybc
are set to 1, this ensures consistent channel assignments.
C. Integrated Multi-Criteria Optimization
In practice, multi-criteria optimization problems are commonly solved using scalarization techniques, which cast multicriteria problems into parameterized single-objective problems. For each parameter setting, an optimal solution of the
single-objective problem represents a member of the Pareto
frontier. Different members of the Pareto frontier are found
by varying the parameters.
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We use the popular -constraint method for scalarization.
The minimization of co-channel overlap is used as objective
function, while average net rate maximization is transformed
into a constraint. Suppose the maximum and minimum average
net rate in the optimization space are given by r and R,
respectively. We introduce a lower rate limit through the
parameter τ ∈ [0, 1] and solve the optimization problem:
P
min
wab yab
(3a)
(a,b)∈(A
2)
P
(RX)
(3b)
s. t. |J1 | (a,j)∈AJ φ(paj ) xaj ≥ r + τ (R − r)

We judge a network design by its expected performance,
c.f. Sec. II-B. The expected performance is assessed by Monte
Carlo simulations. We draw load instances (snapshots) according to a random distribution and simulate network operation
in detail until the observed metrics converge statistically. A
load instance is characterized by the placement of the stations.
As we assume saturation mode, this effectively results in a
load instance, which we also call in the following a snapshot.
The random distribution of the station positions is sampled
multiple times, i.e., we consider various different snapshots
and aggregate the results. In the following, we discuss the
simulation approach and model.

fac + fbc ≤ 1 + yab
P
c
c∈C fa = za

∀a, b ∈ A, c ∈ C (3c)
∀a ∈ A

(3d)

xaj ≤ za
P

∀ (a, j) ∈ AJ

(1b)

A. Evaluation Procedure

∀j∈J

(1c)

a) Snapshot Generation: We generate a set of I different
snapshots, characterized by J stations distributed with uniform
probability over the considered area (more specifically: over
the considered T Ps). Given these positions, we associate
stations to A Ps (from the respective design) according to the
received signal strength, which is the standard A P selection
procedure of I EEE 802.11 NICs. Received signal strength
calculations are based on the same propagation model as used
for the design generation (see Sec. V-A). Obviously, the same
snapshot (i. e., the same distribution of the J stations over the
considered area) may result in different station associations for
different network designs. The traffic generated by all stations
and A Ps is set to saturation mode, parameterized by a fixed
packet size ς.
b) Performance Metrics: Given a snapshot, we simulate packet transmissions in the network for the different
designs. After each simulation run we obtain the average M AC
throughput, goodput and packet loss rate in up- and downlink
as well as the P HY rate setting per station. As there is no
single event that can quantify the exact impact of external
interference on the performance of each cell, we conduct a
second simulation run where all cells are artificially isolated
from each other (switching-off cross-cell interference). During
this run we maintain the snapshot and propagation characteristics within each cell. For C different network designs and
I different snapshots, we conduct C · I simulation runs (per
evaluation setting). We average the collected data per design
(also calculating 95% confidence intervals) and compare the
performance of different designs.

a:(a,j)∈AJ

P

a∈A za

xaj ≤ 1

(1d)

=N
A
2

x ∈ {0, 1}AJ, y ∈ {0, 1}( ) , z ∈ {0, 1}A , f ∈ {0, 1}A×C
An explicit assignment of colors is used. Binary decision
variables fac decide whether A P a operates on channel c, in
which case fac is set to 1.
Constraint (3b) enforces the average net rate to be at least
the rate limit, which lies between r and R and is defined by
τ . Constraint (3c) forces the overlap variable yab to be set to 1
if A Ps a and b work on the same frequency c. Constraint (3d)
says that every selected A P has to be assigned one frequency.
As before, constraints (1c) and (1d) ensure consistent channel
assignments and (1b) calls for the selection of the desired
number of A Ps. The value r is determined by solving the
above model without constraint (3b), while R is determined
by the model from Sec. III-A.
The model (3) describes an N P-hard optimization problem.
Assigning three colors to the nodes of a graph such that the
weights of all monochromatic edges are minimized constitutes
an N P-hard optimization problem [17]. This problem can be
reduced to model (3) by a proper choice of the parameters.
IV. S IMULATING PARETO O PTIMAL N ETWORK D ESIGNS
The multi-criteria approach described in the previous section
takes average net rate and co-channel overlap into account.
Due to the underlying C SMA -C A protocol complexity it
is unclear which trade-off between the two gives the best
performance for the specific planning situation. This question
can be answered either by experimental measurements or by
simulation. Due to cost, effort, and reproducibility, we evaluate
this question through detailed simulation.
Evaluating W LAN performance by means of simulation is
a common practice throughout the community. W LAN simulation models are available for commercial simulation tools as
well as for open source tools. However, the degree of similarity
to the standard and level of detail vary significantly. Hence,
a lot of work on performance evaluation of W LANs focuses
on adding more realism to simulation models, for example
regarding modeling the C CA procedure [18], the frequencyselectivity of subcarrier gains [19], [20] or accurate path loss
coefficients [21]).

B. Simulation Model
Packet transmission is simulated according to standard
I EEE 802.11 procedures regarding M AC and the upper part of
P HY. For our simulations we use the 802.11 model of OPNET
Modeler version 14.0.A-PL2. This is a state-of-the-art network
simulator, offering a high level of detail in the modeling of the
C SMA -C A protocol. Furthermore, we add frequency-selective
fading to the existing simulation model as this has a significant
impact on W LAN performance [19]. Channel gain coefficients
consist of a path loss component determined individually for
each link according to the model referred to in Sec. V-A. On
top of this, a random frequency-selective fading component is
added. For each subcarrier and each packet transmission we
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TABLE II: Scenario characteristics
Category

Characteristic / Parameter

Building

Floors
Area / Floor
Candidate A P locations
A Ps

AP

Type
Antenna gain
Transmit power
Height above floor

Channel

Frequency band
Channel set

TP

Grid resolution
T Ps
Height above floor

Powers / Thresholds

Energy detection
R X noise power
Receiver sensitivity θ(S)
C CA threshold θ(C)

I EEE 802.11g
2 dBi
30 mW
2.2 m

Radio propagation is predicted using the C OST 231 multiwall model [22, Ch. 4] with the empirical reduction of multiwall effects as suggested in [23]. The model assumes that
reflections can be neglected and only the distance and the
obstacles on the direct path between the two points have to
be taken into account. The obstacles between two points are
determined in a 3D model of the building. The parameters
of the model are set to produce predictions that match the
measured path losses reasonably well.

2.4 GHz
13 channels (E TSI)

B. First Step: Trading Off Net Rate vs. Co-Channel Overlap

Value
3
2 700 m2
114
21

2m
1965
1m
−115 dBm
−100 dBm
−95 dBm
−95 dBm

draw a random coefficient from an exponential distribution.
Based on this fading profile, the S INR per subcarrier and
ultimately the bit error rate per subcarrier are generated. Using
an analytical approach [20], we compute the equivalent packet
error rate and drop the packet with this probability.
Rate adaptation is another issue with a strong impact on performance. We do not assume a certain algorithm to be in place.
Based on the received signal strength (excluding fading), we
set the rate for each station at the beginning of the simulation
to a common fixed value for up- and downlink. The exact
thresholds are depicted in Fig. 2. They stem from extensive
simulation runs to determine the optimal settings with respect
to goodput above the M AC (depending also on the activation
of RTS/C TS handshake and the packet length). Any control
packet transmitted during the simulation is conveyed with
B PSK rate 1/2. No Beacon packets are transmitted. Mobility
as well as station appearance/disappearance/reassociation are
not taken into account.
V. C OMPUTATIONAL S TUDY
We test our approach on a large scenario with realistic data.
A. Planning Scenario
The planning scenario is based on the three-floor ZIB
office building. A network planner has previously determined
a set of potential A P locations according to the topology
of the planning area and practical constraints. Out of a set
of 114 candidate A P locations depicted in Fig. 1(a), 21 A Ps
are to be chosen. Each A P is of type I EEE 802.11g and
equipped with an omni-directional antenna. The 1965 T Ps for
throughput optimization are placed with a resolution of 2 m.
Tab. II provides basic information on the planning scenario.
A Reference design for the scenario is known. This is the
result of careful, manual configuration, which was established
in several weeks of work. The Reference design is the one
implemented within the building.

We solve the integrated planning model from Sec. III-C
using integer programming techniques (as implemented in
commercial solver C PLEX, V11.0.0). Even though the optimization problem is N P-hard in general, modern mixed
integer programming solvers manage to solve the problem by
means of Branch&Bound techniques with a bounding based
on underlying L P relaxations. The optimal solution of our
instances is usually found in less than 10 hours running time.
Different settings for τ are used to determine solutions
along the Pareto frontier trading off average net rate vs. cochannel overlap. We employ a “divide & conquer” strategy.
The building includes multiple floors and two separate parts,
which are connected by a gangway, see Fig. 1. The problem is
first solved separately for the rectangular part of the building
on the left-hand side and the circular part on the righthand side. The split is chosen in this way for the small
interference coupling between those two parts of the building.
Minor overlap is generated between those parts as well, which
cannot be taken into account during the separate optimizations.
After the A P locations of the two solutions are joined, the
channel assignment is optimized according to Sec. III-B for
the entire building in order to minimize the impact of pasting.
Nevertheless, some disturbances of monotonicity in co-channel
overlap remain for solutions with small values of τ .
As the requirements for average net rate increase, the
network designs evolve from clusters of three A Ps using
distinct channels with large spaces between them (τ = 0) to an
interleaved structure of A Ps (τ = 1). The trade-off between cochannel overlap and average net rate is plotted in Fig. 3. The
designs obtained by the integrated optimization are labeled
with the corresponding values for τ . In [12] has been observed
that a minor deterioration in co-channel overlap can be traded
in for a large improvement in average net rate. For our eleven
Pareto-optimal designs, when focusing on co-channel overlap
only the area without coverage is largest (close to 6%). This
loss then declines, and for several intermediate values of τ the
loss is below 0.5%. Surprisingly, focusing on average net rate
alone again yields a higher loss of about 3%.
C. Second Step: Simulation
After identifying a set of network designs with different
relations between average net rate and co-channel overlap, the
question remains what this means for actual station goodput
and which design is best. This question shall be answered
by detailed simulation. We would like to point out, that
the performance of the selected network designs is closely
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Fig. 3: The circled designs are selected for simulation. The
dotted line (starting at 0.3) indicates the Pareto frontier w.r.t.
the simplified performance measures. The average net rate
in Mbps from Sec. III-A is shown on the x-axis, the spatial
measure for co-channel overlap from Sec. III-B on the y-axis.
related to the building under consideration and its propagation
characteristics, as well as to the considered network load.
We are not proposing a certain network design as a sort
of universal solution, since the performance of the network
designs may be different in other scenarios and under different
load conditions.
In our simulations we pick the following five designs
highlighted in Fig. 3 for a close analysis:
– Simulation results for the Reference solution provide the
baseline performance for the network design implemented.
Recall that this design is the result of a careful, manual
planning process.
– Two compromise solutions, Comp. OL tending towards cochannel overlap minimization (τ = 0.5) and Comp. Rate
towards average net rate maximization (τ = 0.8), are our
candidates for the best network designs.
– Two extreme solutions, Min. OL (τ = 0) and Max. Rate
(τ = 1), are used to study the relationship of co-channel
overlap and average net rate.
Each design is analyzed in four settings obtained by combining
the following options:
– Without and with cross-cell interference, denoted by isolated
and interfered, respectively.
– In the presence of pure downlink traffic or with up- as well
as downlink traffic.
D. Results
We first look at the performance with pure downlink traffic.
Fig. 4 presents the corresponding average goodput results
per station. In the interfered case, we observe significantly
different results (varying by about 30%) among the designs
obtained by integrated optimization. The Min. OL design
performs worst, while the Max. Rate design provides the
highest goodput. Close to the performance of the Max. Rate
design are the performances of the Comp. OL and Comp. Rate

Isolated Cells Scenario
Interfered Cells Scenario
Reference

Min. OL

Comp. OL

Comp. Rate

Max. Rate

Fig. 4: Interfered and isolated average goodput for five network
designs with pure downlink transmissions.
designs. The analysis without cross-cell interference allows to
fathom how well each individual A P is servicing its stations.
If cross-cell interference is ignored (for the isolated scenario),
the Max. Rate design still provides best performance according
to the Pareto frontier in Fig. 3. The designs that provide good
means to fight interference (Min. OL, Comp. OL) are the ones
that profit less from this artificial decoupling of the cells. In
general, a significant amount of performance is lost due to
interference, e. g., in the case of Comp. Rate this constitutes
30% of the goodput.
Furthermore, we observe that the Reference design provides
good coverage. This is highly desirable, as this design is
implemented in practice. Although extensive manual planning
has produced good coverage results here, the high effort is
not a desirable option in practice. It is not only costly in
terms of time (several weeks of work) but it is also subject to
performance uncertainty. This is strengthen by the fact that
the Reference design is clearly outperformed by automatic
planning in the presented results. In a second round, we
consider up- and downlink transmissions (Fig. 5). Recall that
I EEE 802.11 uses a stochastic form of time division duplex
(T DD), therefore up- and downlink transmissions compete for
the same medium. Per cell, only one A P transmits in the
downlink, while typically a much higher number of stations
transmit in the uplink. Hence, the downlink goodput observed
in the pure downlink setting drops considerably in the presence
of balanced up- and downlink demands. This explains the
smaller values in downlink goodput and the much higher
values in the uplink case (e. g., in the isolated case the
difference in performance is about 400 %).
Focusing on the downlink in the interfered case (Fig. 5(a)),
the Max. Rate design provides the best performance, followed
by the Comp. Rate design. All other designs provide almost
the same downlink performance, which is about 30 % lower
than for Max. Rate. Again, all designs suffer significantly
from interference as we observe for all five designs large
performance gains in the isolated scenario.
Finally, notice the different performance results for the
uplink. Let us first focus on the interfering results. Here,
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Fig. 5: Interfered and isolated average goodput for five network designs with up- and downlink transmissions.
Max. Rate provides the worst performance among the designs
from integrated optimization, Comp. Rate performs best and
the Reference design is the worst among all designs. Furthermore, if no cross-cell interference is taken into account as
reflected in the isolated case, uplink performance decreases
significantly for the designs Min. OL, Comp. OL and Comp.
Rate. This is due to the strong increase in downlink goodput
when switching-off interference. As the A P is significantly
more successful in transmitting packets per channel access
(under RTS/C TS handshake), the time spent as part of the
exponential backoff procedure is reduced. Consequently, the
A P contends more often for the channel (the corresponding
results are not shown here due to the lack of space). This leads
to less remaining air time that the uplink transmissions are
contending for. As interference plays a minor role in the data
reception at the access point, the isolation is not improving the
transmission situation physically for the uplink connections.
Again, notice that all these interactions between uplink and
downlink performance as well as the specialties of the C SMA C A protocol cannot be included into the optimization problem
and their impact on the performance cannot be foreknown.
Simulations serve that purpose and fill the existing gap in the
planning campaign.
The previous results present average values for the goodput.
However, they do not reflect where the performance comes
from, i. e., how the goodput is distributed among stations
(and A Ps). To investigate this issue, another set of results is
presented. Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function
of the goodput per station for the downlink (left) and the uplink
(right), respectively. In the downlink, the Min. OL design
clearly performs worst. The 50-th percentile (C DF = 0.5)
of this design indicates that half of the stations have a
goodput below 0.1 Mbps. We also observe that there is a
significant amount of stations with an extremely low goodput
(104 bps or lower). The other four designs exhibit much better
performance at this point. This feature is closely related to
the fact that the Min. OL design focuses on the reduction of
interference, thus deteriorating the coverage and the achievable
average net rate of numerous stations. Max. Rate exhibits
the best performance, since it is able to keep the proportion

of low-goodput stations below the one achieved by most of
the other designs, while also achieving a high proportion of
high-goodput stations. The good coverage provided by the
Reference design is corroborated by the fact that this design
has the lowest proportion of low-goodput stations. In the
uplink, the goodput achieved is significantly higher than in
the downlink. It is important to note, that the performance
gap between the Min. OL design and the best performing
designs (Comp. OL and Comp. Rate) is not as significant as
in the downlink case. It is in the cell edges where cross-cell
interference causes a higher damage. Therefore, the stations
and not the A Ps are the nodes that suffer most from interference. Correspondingly, uplink transmissions are hindered
due to the C CA mechanism much more often than downlink
ones. Hence, in the uplink case, the Min. OL design exhibits
a considerably better behavior than in the downlink. However,
this design is still far from yielding a good performance due
to its lower average net rate. This is in line with the uplink
performance of the Max. Rate and Reference designs, which
perform significantly worse than the other designs over a
vast C DF range. Both designs basically try to maximize the
coverage and the average net rate regardless of the amount of
potential interference. Such an approach is, in the uplink case
(and at least for the scenario considered), definitely not the
best choice.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We propose a new method for dealing with the complex
problem of large-scale multi-floor W LAN planning. Using
multi-criteria optimization methods, we generate several network designs. These designs represent different trade-offs
between co-channel overlap reduction and average net rate
maximization, which are two simplified performance metrics.
The designs are taken as candidates for the final planning
solution. To pick the best design, we conduct a detailed
analysis by simulation. This is tractable because only few
candidate designs are left.
Our two-stage approach is superior to traditional planning
techniques. Both mathematical optimization and detailed simulation can play to their strengths. Mathematical optimization
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Fig. 6: C DFs of the average goodput per station in the downlink (left) and uplink (right) for five network designs
is able to find globally good designs according to simplified
metrics. We employ it to fathom the general search direction.
Because no single simple optimization objective is able to
faithfully reflect W LAN performance, we use two competing
measures. Detailed simulation is able to accurately compare
the performance of designs. This takes time, and we thus
use this tool only on the small set of sensible designs that
mathematical optimization has identified. The combination of
the two allows us to perform network planning, especially for
large-scale multi-floor deployments, where either method has
significant drawbacks. Our numerical results strengthen these
claims. The chosen Pareto-optimal designs differ considerably
in their performance which can also be observed in other
planning scenarios.
For future work, we plan to investigate the relationship between pre-deployment network planning and resource management during network operations. Some authors argue that an
intelligent radio resource management, for example, performed
by dynamic station associations depending on A P loads,
renders network planning virtually pointless. This assertion
will be fathomed by comparing the detailed performance of
well-planned and trivial network design with and without such
dynamic resource management schemes.
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